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aforesaid Being the one previously mentioned or spoken of.

allusion The practice of making allusions.
A classical allusion.

annotation A note by way of explanation or comment added to a text or diagram.
Marginal annotations.

article The definite or indefinite article.
It may be worth taking articles in a specialized firm.

barn
A unit of nuclear cross section; the effective circular area that one particle
presents to another as a target for an encounter.
A great barn of a pub.

catalog Make an itemized list or catalog of classify.
It does not pretend to be a catalog of his achievements.

catalogue Enter an item in a catalogue.
The report catalogues dangerous work practices in the company.

cereal Foodstuff prepared from the starchy grains of cereal grasses.
A bowl of cereal.

citation A passage or expression that is quoted or cited.
This journal contains citations from all jurisdictions.

cite
Praise (someone, typically a member of the armed forces) in an official
report for a courageous act.
He was cited for his outstanding achievements.

denote Be a sign of; indicate.
The level of output per firm is denoted by X.

diary
A book with spaces for each day of the year in which one notes
appointments or information.
The City Diary.
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grain 1 7000 pound equals a troy grain or 64 799 milligrams.
A few grains of corn.

granary A storehouse for threshed grain or animal feed.

hay Convert plant material into hay.
The grass had all hayed off and gone to seed.

journal Write in a journal or diary.
He reads the medical journals.

label Attach a label to something.
The alcohol content is clearly stated on the label.

list Include or enter in a list.
I listed myself for a soldier.

manger A long trough from which horses or cattle feed.
memo A memorandum.

memorandum
A document recording the terms of a contract or other legal details.
The two countries signed a memorandum of understanding on economic
cooperation.

mention Make mention of.
She made frequent mention of her promotion.

notebook A book with blank pages for recording notes or memoranda.
He copied the number into his notebook.

outhouse
A small outbuilding with a bench having holes through which a user can
defecate.
Books outhoused in the annex take longer to deliver.

quote
Put quote marks around.
The examples quoted above could be multiplied from case studies from all
over England.

reference An indicator that orients you generally.
References to Darwinism and evolution.

remark Explicit notice.
It passed without remark.

report An employee who reports to another employee.
Report has it that the beetles have now virtually disappeared.

repute Be generally regarded to be or as being (but not definitely the case.
He is reputed to be intelligent.

straw Of a pale yellow color like straw straw colored.
Cows were strawed to weather the snowstorm.
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